Real-Time Systems Represents GlobalShip

“ADDING VALUE TO THE VALUE CHAIN”

GlobalShip™ Overview

An enterprise-class, multi-carrier, shipping system, GlobalShip delivers significant cost benefits for small businesses and large corporations alike. Built using Microsoft technology, IIS, and Java, GlobalShip enables a higher level of efficiency, productivity, and profitability through intelligently automated small parcel and heavy freight LTL shipping. What's more, you can embed GlobalShip functionality into your existing business applications using simple API tools and integrate with peripherals such as RF scanners, scales, and material handling automation.

Out of the box, GlobalShip delivers rich features, including:

- Central server based shipping engine with web/browser based user interface
- Current carrier certifications with all of the major parcel carriers DHL, FedEx, UPS, and USPS.
- Multiple billing types: pre-paid, third party, COD, etc.
- Rating and routing of LTL shipments integrated with rate shopping against parcel carriers.
- Generation of VICS BOL for LTL and TL carriers.
- Ability to support multiple rates per carrier with unlimited company locations and carrier accounts.
- Generation of export documentation needed for international shipments.
- Rate shopping profiles that are user configurable by pop-up menus.
- Desktop shipping capable allowing anyone on the company intranet to execute a shipment.
- Automated packing by scanning items and generating carton specific contents labeling.
- Unlimited companies and locations.

This high-performance, server-based solution provides a single point of shipping, allowing you to decrease handling for improved product flow-through, order tracking, and optimal customer service. By pre-setting automated shipping rules, you'll not only reduce errors throughout the fulfillment process, you'll also reduce your cost-per-package. Discover your competitive edge by passing that savings on to your customers.
Your business benefits from **GlobalShip** by enabling your organization to:

**Maintain enterprise-level control and flexibility:** Produce enterprise-level data and reports, and save time by making global changes to ratings and business rules with a single entry.

**Rate shop between carriers:** Get the lowest possible rate and reduce overall transportation spending by comparing carriers before you ship.

**Utilize a modular rating engine:** Streamline processes and remove bottlenecks at shipping time by performing rating anytime during the order cycle.

**Leverage connectivity and integration tools:** Use the LogiCOM EAI connectivity layer to enhance enterprise integration with multi-threaded routing, event management, and business rules implementation.

**Use the solution from any enabled workstation:** Operate the system from any Internet-browser enabled workstation for convenient desktop shipping. And, quickly deploy the solution to multiple fulfillment locations by adding new workstations to the network.

**Access all carriers within the same interface:** Simplify training, execution, and lower costs by working with all your carriers, with the same look and feel of the GlobalShip™ user interface.

**Operate in "black box" and "desktop" mode simultaneously:** Integrate with your ERP solution’s "black box," so that the system operator doesn't need to adjust to a different application look or feel. Or, use in "desktop" mode to let users ship from anywhere to anywhere.

**Platform to material handling automation:** Reduce the risk and time-to-production using an interface that’s been tested and proven successful with material handling PLCs.

Now that’s value.